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References Category:Office 2010Q: How do I count the number of 1s in an 8 bit (finite) binary representation? I am trying to count the number of 1s in a binary string. I've tried this snippet: function numberOfOnes(number, bits){ var bitCount = 0; for(var j = 0; j >= 1; } return bits * bitCount; } But my function does not work. How can I fix it? A: You need to use ===. Otherwise, j === number (i.e.,
since j is a number and number is a string, they are not guaranteed to be equal) if (number & 1){ bitCount += 1; } Also, if you have decided to do number & 1, you need to check number before you actually do the check. j is always greater than number (2^8 - 1 > 2^8). So you are comparing j with a lower number. if (number & 1){ if (number > 0){ bitCount += 1; } } # Created by: Po-Chuan Hsieh #
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